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tax in SAP, an end to 
end solution



Taxmarc is an ‘add-on’ for SAP which 
determines VAT in real time on your 
behalf. Because Taxmarc has a tax control 
framework, the consistency and 
correctness of transactions and VAT 
details are immediately assessed at source. 
As a result you have guaranteed high-
quality tax data in a central database 
which you can use for direct tax 
calculations such as transfer pricing.

Taxmarc provides you with a complete 
overview of the VAT determination for all 
incoming and outgoing invoices, even for 
the most complex, international 
transactions. All reports, schedules and 
returns which Taxmarc generates link up 
seamlessly because SAP is used as the 
direct source.

Taxmarc adds tax logic to SAP without 
changing the programming code of the 
ERP system. Taxmarc relieves the manual 
work burden on the IT department and 
offers a simple way of providing the 
correct figures to the people in Tax and 
Finance. VAT compliance is a digital 
certainty if you use Taxmarc.

Integrated tax control 
framework
The tax control framework in Taxmarc 
checks every transaction to make sure that 
it is permitted according to the legislation 
and regulations and permissible in 
accordance with the organisation’s own 
rules. Rejected transactions are reported 
immediately and automatically so that 
the tax manager can take action at an 
early stage and always has access to the 
accurate tax position.

All relevant data on a 
single screen
The easy-to-use Taxmarc cockpit offers 
buttons to make any data report you 
desire, for example the total VAT position, 
transactions rejected by the tax control 
framework or country reports. Taxmarc 
is designed to be easy to use for tax 
managers and displays all the relevant 
data - such as tax code, VAT registrations, 
proof of export and import indicator - on 
a single screen. Thanks to the central 
data management, users can freely 
click through to goods flow details from 
financial and VAT data.

What is Taxmarc?

Global solution
Taxmarc is currently operational in 
around fifty countries. This means that 
Taxmarc can determine ‘indirect tax’ for 
all the regions in which you are active – no 
matter whether this means BTW, VAT, 
GST, sales tax or use tax.

Central data storage
Taxmarc uses thirty parameters to 
collect all the tax data from SAP and 
places it in a single database. The 
real-time check by the integrated tax 
control framework guarantees high data 
quality. Contamination of the database 
by rejected transactions is a thing of 
the past. The central data management 
facilitates data analysis up to transaction 
level. Integration with other systems, 
for example with the Tax and Customs 
Administration, is straightforward.

Automatic reporting
Thanks to Taxmarc’s central data 
management you can generate reports 
automatically. Examples are an automatic 
VAT and Intrastat return and any section 
of your data that you desire, without any 
manual effort being required.

Integration with SAP, 
simple maintenance
Taxmarc is a permitted add-on for SAP – 
the code is written where SAP allows this. 
The integration with SAP means that no 
extra interface is necessary. As a result, 
SAP upgrades do not lead to any problems 
and maintenance is straightforward. 
There is no need to program anything 
yourself. The Taxmarc implementation 
guide (IMG) makes it possible to adjust 
the configuration in line with your 
personal wishes.

‘The savings are 
substantial’

“The implementation of Taxmarc 
has resulted in definite savings for 
our clients,” explains Marc van 
Rijbroek, partner at PwC and founder 
of Taxmarc. “Why is this? The tax 
return process has become a lot 
simpler. Because the system issues 
and immediate error message if non-
compliant transactions are booked, 
there is no need to check everything 
later. Tax departments, debtors and 
creditors can achieve a time-saving of 
at least fifty percent. The number of 
problem notifications in relation to tax 
entries that the IT department has to 
respond to has dropped to almost 0.  
The financial savings are therefore 
substantial.”

Improved data management
“Quite apart from the savings,” Marc 
continues, “tax managers often tell 
us how pleased they are with the 
improved data management. They 
now have time left over for their core 
task which is to support the CFO 
in strategic business planning. The 
overall result that we hear from our 
clients is that they are now in control 
of their indirect taxes.”

‘’



Access to the right data at all times. On the basis of this guarantee Taxmarc makes your 
data management extremely straightforward. The tax control framework checks every 
transaction, after which the database only saves the correct figures. Non-compliant 
transactions are reported in real time so that the tax department can take action 
immediately. It is no longer necessary to carry out a manual check of the data when 
making a tax return.

The Taxmarc data process: high data quality, 
uncomplicated data management

Taxmarc data process

   Vies validation

   Purchase engine

   Sales engine

   
Tax code
optimization

   Data analytics

   Reporting &
Intrastat

   Transfer pricing

   Taxmarc data process
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Would you like to  
find out more?
Our specialists can arrange the 
technical implementation of 
Taxmarc and training for all users – 
IT specialists, purchasing and sales 
staff and the tax department. If 
desired we can carry out functional 
maintenance on your system and do 
all the tax returns on your behalf.
If you would like to find out more 
about what Taxmarc can do for your 
organisation, please contact one of 
our specialists for a meeting and a 
demonstration without obligation. 

Marc van Rijbroek
+31 (0)88 792 55 73
marc.van.rijbroek@nl.pwc.com 

Ron Sperling
+31 (0)88 792 27 18 
ron.sperling@nl.pwc.com 

Contact
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   Vies validation

   Purchase engine

   Sales engine

   
Tax code
optimization

Timestamp design
Static tax code model
Tax rate changes
Restructure tax code

Interagted Tax control framework
Correct VAT detemination for sales 
transactions in SAP

Interagted Tax control framework
Correct VAT detemination for 
purchase transactions in SAP

Interface to VIES database
Automatic VAT ID no. check
Periodic check all VAT ID no.

   Data analytics All VAT data stored in one database
Real time access to company’s 
blueprint

   Reporting &
Intrastat

Optimization standard SAP report 
where needed
Intrastat compatible

   Transfer pricing Real time TP calculations
In line with BEPS development
Country by country reporting
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The seven Taxmarc modules


